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the Parliamentary Government composed of a large coalition
of parties headed by Skrzynski on November 20, 1925.
SEYM SUPPORTS SKRZYNSKI
On November 25,1925, Skrzynski made the customary declaration
of policy on the taking of office by a new Ministry; a debate
followed, and a vote of non-confidence was rejected; the Seym
accepted the declaration by the majority of 257 votes to 106,
with 76 deputies abstaining.
On December 9, 1925, Zdziechowski, now Finance Minister,
addressed the Seym on the financial situation. His speech was not
pessimistic, and the politicians at least heard it gladly. A sign
of the true state of things, however, was that farmers and peasants
were allowed to pay their taxes in grain and other agricultural
produce.
AGRARIAN REFORM ACT
At last the Seym took definite action respecting Agrarian Reform,
An Act was passed on December 28, 1925, which modified that
of 1920 by restricting the parcellation of estates annually to two
million hectares (about five million acres) over a period of ten
years. The measure met with fierce opposition in both Seym and
Senate; more than 600 amendments were tabled; compromises
were effected, and the atmosphere was improved by permitting
voluntary parcellation, with recourse to expropriation by the
State as a last resort. The principle of fair compensation was
admitted and a definite scheme of indemnification was incor-
porated in the Act. The acreage which a landowner could retain
was extended beyond what the former Act allowed, especially
in the Kresy.
The Act itself was a compromise; it did not please the extremes
of the Right or the Left; but it was a workable solution in part of
a very difficult question, and it served to quieten the agitation
among the peasants and reduce in some degree their discontent.
ECONOMIC DEPRESSION INTENSIFIED
During the first quarter of 1926 there was a more hopeful feeling
in Poland, particularly in political circles. Kemmerer, the American

